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They've always scared him in the past — the Rangers, with their dark robe and shady manners. The villagers believe the Rangers are training magic that makes them invisible to ordinary people. And now 15-year-old Will, always small for his age, has been chosen as a Ranger's apprentice. What he doesn't realize yet is that the Rangers are the protectors of
the kingdom. Highly trained in the skills of battle and surveillance, they fight the fighting before the fighting reaches the people. And as Will is about to learn, there's a big fight brewing. The bewgful Morgarath, Lord of the Mountains of Rain and Night, gathers his powers for an attack on the kingdom. This time he will not be denied... Epub Download HERE
Bracing for a final clash with evil warrior Morgarath, the Rangers rally the kingdom's allies, and Will was selected, along with his friend Horace, as special ensulited to nearby Celtica. But the simple mission soon takes a disturbing turn - the Celtics have disappeared, leaving their town. The scheduling hand of Morgarath, it seems, was far from idle. He has
found a way to bring his legions over the once impassioned eastern mountains and plans to ambush the king's army in a routine. Now with help many miles away, Will and Horace are the only ones standing in the way of the dark lord's plans. They showed great skill and courage in their training, but how will they fare in the face of true evil? Epub Download
HERE kidnapped after the fierce battle with Lord Morgarath, Will and Evanlyn is bound for Scandia as prisoners board a fearful wolfship. Halt has sworn to save Will, and he'll do anything to keep his promise — even defend his King. Suspended from the Rangers he served so loyally, Halt is joined by Will's friend Horace as he travels to Scandia. On their
way, they are constantly challenged by freelance knighthoods — but Horace knows a thing or two about fighting. Soon he begins to attract the attention of knighthoods and warriors for miles around with his uncanny skill. Yet will they be in time to save Will from a horrific life of slavery? Epub Download HERE For Will and Evanlyn, freedom has never felt so
flighty...... Still far from their homeland after escaping slavery in ice borderland Skandia, the Ranger's apprentice and the princess's plan to return to Araluen is spoiled when Evanlyn is captured by a Temujai warrior. Though he was still weakened by the warm-weed's toxic effects, Will uses his Ranger training to track down his friend, but a hostile scouting
party fatally outnumbered him. Will is sure death is close at hand, until old friends make a daring, last-minute rescue. However, the reunion is cut short when they make a terrible discovery: Scandia's borders have been breached by the whole And Araluen are next in their sights..... If two kingdoms are to be saved, be saved, unions. Will it last long enough to
overcome a ruthless new enemy? Or will past tensions spell out doom for everyone? Epub Download LORD Time has elapsed since the apprentice and his master, Will and Halt, have led the Araluens to victory against invaders, and Will is now a full-fledged Ranger with his own fief to look after. The fiery looked sleepy - boring, even - until the Scandinians
arrived and Will got to deal with the threat. Soon after, Will goes on a secret mission. Joined by his friend Alyss, Will is cast stubbornly in an extraordinary adventure powered by fears of sorcry, and must determine who is trustworthy to the king and who tries to take his throne. Will and Alyss must fight growing hysteria, traitors, and most of all, time. The king
fades, but when Alyss is taken hostage, Will is forced to make a desperate choice between loyalty to his mission and loyalty to his friend. Epub Download HERE Now a full-fledged Ranger, will save his friend Alyss from a rogue knight and uncover important information needed to fend off a Scotti invasion. Epub Download HERE In the wake of Araluen's
awkward truth with the raid scandinians come word that the Scandinian leader has been captured by a dangerous desert tribe. The Rangers - and Will - are sent to free him. But the desert is like nothing these warriors have seen before. Strangers in a foreign country, they are brutalized by sandstorms, battered by the unrelenting heat, tricked by one tribe who
play by his own rules, and surprisingly befriended by another. Like a wilderness miracle, nothing is as it seems. One thing is constant, though: the bravery of the Rangers. Epub Download HERE When a cult emerges in neighboring Clonmel, promised to quell the recent attacks by lawless marauders, people are flocking from all over to offer gold in exchange
for protection. But Halt is all too familiar with this particular group, and he knows they have a less-than-charitable agenda. Secrets will be unveiled and fighting fought to the death as Will and Horace Halt help rid the country of a dangerous enemy. Epub Download HERE The renegade outlaw group known as the Outsiders have travelled from kingdom to
kingdom, numbing the innocents from their few valuables. Will and Halt, his mentor, are crushed by the cult's deadly assassinations when Halt is pierced by a poisoned arrow. Now Will must travel day and night looking for the one person with the power to heal Halt: Malkallam the Magician. Epub Download HERE When Horace travels to the exotic country of
Nihon- Yes, it's not long before he's drawn himself into a battle that's not his — but one he knows in his heart he has to wage. A kingdom teetering on the brink of chaos when the Nihon-Yes a defender of the common man, is immensely overthrown, and only Horace, Will, and his Araluen companions can restore the emperor to the throne. Victory lies in the
from an inexperienced group of fighters, and it's anyone's guess who will make the trip home to Araluen. Epub Download LORD Unconfirmed versions of a group of Araluen warriors - tales of adventure, struggle, and triumph over evil - have spread for centuries throughout the familiar world. Most famous is a clan encased in mystery, phantom warriors known
as the Rangers..... Two names pass the lips of each storyteller: Halt, and his apprentice, Will. They and their comrades are said to have traveled in arms throughout the kingdom and beyond its borders, protecting those who needed it most. If true, these rumors could only be part of the story. Epub Download HERE After a senseless tragedy destroys his life,
Will is obsessed with punishing those responsible - even if it means leaving the Ranger Corps. His worried friends need to find a way to keep him from taking such a dark path...... It's Halt suggesting the solution: Will take an apprentice. The candidate Halt has in mind surprised everyone - and it's a request won't refuse.... Training a rebellious, unwilling
apprentice is hard enough. But when a routine mission exposes a shocking web of crime, Will decide where its priorities lie - finishing its quest for revenge, or saving innocent lives? Epub Download HERE The Red Fox Clan (Ranger's Apprentice: The Royal Ranger #2) Picks where The Royal Ranger: A New Beginning left off, this next installment continues
the storybow with young apprentice, Maddie, and the student-turned-master, Will Treaty. The time has come for the next generation to accept the mantle and become protectors of the kingdom of Araluen. After passing her third-year assessment as a ranger's apprentice, Maddie is called home to Castle Araluen. Forced to keep her ranger training a secret,
Maddie felt trapped by the monotony of caste life and longed to find a way out. But there are whispers of a new threat to the kingdom. The mysterious Red Fox Clan, a group of anarchists who all don fox masks, threatened Castle Araluen and questioned Princess Cassandra and Madelyn's succession to the throne. Will they manage to unseal Cassandra and
Madelyn and take the throne for themselves? Note: Sorry about the formatting, if you need it improved lmk in the comments and I'll see what I can do. Edit: the formatting is a little weird but is perfectly fine for iphone XS in case someone wonders lol Free Epub Download King Duncan and Princess Cassandra are high-lipped in the south tower of Castle
Araluen. To the north, Sir Horace and Ranger Commandant Gilan are besieged in an old hill fort, as they wait for the Red Fox Clan's next bout. Ranger's apprentice Maddie must and convince them to join her, so she can give her dad the help he needs to break out of the hill fortnak and drive to confront the traitor. Will they reach Castile on time? And when
the wars are fought, and the dust is established, who shall rule the kingdom of Araluen? Free Epub Download When Halt and Crowley discover that the ambitious Morgarath is infiltrating the Rangers in order to stop the corrupt the corps, the young Rangers travel north to find Prince Duncan, seeking a royal warrant morgarath stop before it's too late. By
weakening the Rangers, the most powerful force in support of the King, Morgarath plans to steal the throne. Still, when Halt and Crowley arrive in Gorlan, they discover just how close Morgarath's scheme is to success. Morgarath has a plan to discredit the Prince and alienate him from his father. At the same time, the Baron of Gorlan conspired to win the trust
and admiration of the Council of Baronne to continue his plan. If the young Rangers are to prevent the coup from succeeding, they will have to tread a dangerous path, leading them to an exciting climax at the annual tournament at Gorlan, where a series of bitter duels must be fought and won. This origin story brings readers to a time before Will was an
apprentice, and lays the foundation for the epic battles that will culminate with The Ruins of Gorlan and The Burning Bridge-Books 1 and 2 of the Ranger's Apprentice series.  Series. 
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